A programming opportunity is offered to the undergraduate students at West Chester University during this summer from June to September. This student (must be US citizen, but not limited to Computer Science majors) is required to develop some programming tools with Visual Basic (or Java), at the rate of 20 hours per week and $10 per hour, in total up to 48 weeks. He/She must have an EXCELLENT ability of meeting deadlines. Students

• with background of CSC115 and CSC142 are encouraged to apply, OR
• without above background, will have 3 weeks of training before the work starts.

Sample work is available at http://www.cs.wcupa.edu/~zjiang/LoopBasic.exe. The work can start as soon as possible when the student is ready to work. This work is supported by a granted National Science Foundation (NSF) project CCF 0936942 “SGER: TF: SING - A New Method for Resource Management in Wireless Sensor Networks”. If you are interested in this, please contact Dr. Zhen Jiang at zjiang@wcupa.edu before July 24th 2009.